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“ I have long believed that a solid understanding of 
psychological issues arises from sound theology. In this 
book, Bill Perkins offers biblical perspectives to matters 
like control, pride, forgiveness, and respect. He shows how 
a mastery of such underlying issues will directly affect your 
use of anger. I like that. I like that a lot. If you follow the 
principles outlined in this book and seriously ponder the 
questions posed, you will be ten steps ahead of the rest of 
the crowd.”

dr. les carter  –
Author of The Anger Trap

“ Bill Perkins is a master storyteller. This is one of the most 
entertaining books for men I’ve ever read. I’d recommend it 
to any man who’s dealing with anger.”

david murrow –
Author of Why Men Hate Going to Church

“ Bill has done it again. With psychological insight, biblical 
wisdom, and practical common sense, he has written a 
handbook, centered around seven riveting stories, to help 
us guys see past our defensiveness about anger and become 
the sort of men God wants us to be. From beginning to end, 
When Good Men Get Angry will challenge you with truths 
that will change your life, making you a better husband, 
father, and friend.”

dr. steve stephens –
Author of 20 Rules and Tools for a Great Marriage
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“ Bill Perkins offers godly wisdom dispensed with humor, 
candor, and straight talk. More important, he shows us how, 
through understanding our new identity in Christ, we can 
be mighty men whose anger is used as a force for good, not 
destruction. Powerful stuff!”

dr. david hawkins –
Director of The Marriage Recovery Center
Author of 90 Days to a Fantastic Marriage and Dealing with the CrazyMakers 
in Your Life
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To Cindy

|||

the wind and the willow

I know
it sounds blue,

but still
it’s true.

I spoke with a willow tree today.

“Why so sad, Miss Willow?” I asked.

“I long for my love,” said she.

“Your love,” said I.
“And what does he bring?”

“Why he’s
strong,

and free,
and gentle,
and swift.

And sometimes he’s terrible too.”
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“If you must know, my love is the wind.
For he swings my arms and I dance,

he tickles my leaves making me laugh,
when he strokes my fingers I sing.

He is all that brings joy to my soul.”

“I now understand my own love,” said I.
“And I also know something of yours.”

“You know of the wind?” she asked in surprise.

“Indeed, I now realize.
He blows so you’ll dance. 

He breathes so you’ll laugh.
He huffs and he puffs so you’ll sing.

Without you, Miss Willow,
the wind has no song, 

no dance
nor a light-hearted laugh.

You see, Miss Willow,
you are to the wind

all that he is to you.” 1

1Taken from my Undiscovered Love Poems
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INTRODUCTION

He who is slow to anger has great understanding.
—proverbs :, nasb

My cell phone  vibrated. I flipped it open, placed it to my ear, 
and said hello.

“Bill, it’s Kevin. You won’t believe what I’ve done. I need to 
come over . . . like now!”

“What’s so urgent?”
“I’ll be there in five minutes,” he said. The phone went dead.
I’ve met few men with more fascinating life stories than 

Kevin’s. He grew up in Seattle and ran away from home when 
he was fifteen. While sitting in a diner in Lake Union, the ship-
building area of Seattle, he met the captain of an Alaskan fish-
ing boat. When the captain realized Kevin had no intention 
of returning home, he invited him to join his crew. Without a 
moment’s hesitation Kevin moved to the village of Oak Harbor 
on Kodiak Island—250 miles southwest of Anchorage. During 
the next two summers he worked on fishing boats; he attended 
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x   | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

school the rest of the time. After graduating from high school, 
he joined the Marines.

While Kevin looked like Robert De Niro, unlike the actor 
he didn’t have to pretend to be tough. He had the size, speed, 
and meanness to do serious damage to anyone crazy enough to 
take him on. And whether it was because he started trouble or 
attracted it, Kevin got in a lot of fights.

And then his life changed. During the end of his military 
service a friend told him about Christ, and he became a devoted 
follower. When he was discharged from the Marines, he started 
his own business in Portland, Oregon.

As I pondered Kevin’s story, I figured he was about to tell 
me another outlandish tale. The doorbell rang. I opened it, and 
Kevin stepped in—not waiting for an invitation.

“What’s so urgent that it couldn’t wait?” I asked.
“I just got in a fight,” he said as we entered my office. “I 

could have gotten in serious trouble.”
“What happened?”
“I was driving my pickup south on 205 when three guys in 

a souped-up black Trans Am sped past me. The driver tossed a 
Coke can out his window, hitting my windshield and splatter-
ing it with Coke. He and his friends looked at me and laughed. 
I laughed too and acted like it was a big joke. I slowly eased past 
them and pulled into their lane. When they were right behind 
me, I slammed on my brakes.

“The guy almost rear-ended me. If they had just figured we 
were even it would have ended there, but they signaled me to 
pull over. I followed them onto the shoulder of the road. I guess 
they thought they were tough guys. The driver jumped out of 
the car, pumped up his chest, stomped over to me, and took a 
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swing with his right hand. But I blocked his punch and hit him 
with three quick jabs that bloodied his nose. When his friends 
realized someone would get hurt—and it might be them and 
their friend—they broke it up.”

I stared at Kevin, dumbfounded. “Kevin, you’re thirty-
five years old. You’ve got a wife and two kids. What were you 
thinking?”

“I guess I wasn’t thinking,” he said.
“Do you feel better now that you’ve punished the guy?”
“No. I feel terrible. I could have hurt someone and ended 

up in jail. Besides, I’ve got that ‘I Love Jesus’ bumper sticker on 
my back fender, and the guy in the Trans Am almost wiped it 
off. I wasn’t the best example.”

For years Kevin had bridled his anger and avoided such 
idiotic conflicts. And then a single event triggered the beast 
within. He didn’t rein it in until it was almost too late.

Kevin’s story illustrates the kind of foolish and harmful deci-
sions some men can make when angry. Of course, most guys 
don’t resort to physical violence when they’re mad. More men 
use sarcasm, the withdrawal of affection, or verbal debates to 
express their anger. Amazingly, a small percentage of men deny 
they ever get annoyed or angry. I suspect that a handful of men 
call anger another name, like frustration or excitement. Or it 
may be they view anger as such a terrible evil that they refuse to 
admit it’s an emotion they experience.

Regardless of how often you get angry or how you express it, 
I’ve written this book to provide you with both the insight and 
the biblical strategy you need to process and express your anger 
in a healthy way. When I wrote this book I didn’t have in mind 
men like Bruce Banner, who morphs into the Incredible Hulk 
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xi i    | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

when he gets angry. Instead, it’s written for ordinary men who 
occasionally hurt people when they lose their cool. It’s for men 
who want to manage their anger in a godly way.

3 percent of surveyed men said they never 

get annoyed by what other people say or do.

80 percent say they get annoyed 

a few times a day.

15 percent say they get annoyed 

many times a day.

One percent say they’re annoyed all the time.

This book has two parts. In the first, I’ll take you inside anger 
so you can discover some foundational truths: what it is, where it 
comes from, how Jesus expressed anger, and why I’m  confident 
the new and good man in you can learn to control it.

The second part of the book deals with the six issues I think 
are crucial to understanding, processing, and expressing your 
anger in a godly way. The six issues are:

Identity
Respect
Control
Pride
Forgiveness
Blessing
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Each of these issues is fleshed out with stories of men who 
have successfully battled their anger. All of the stories are based 
on actual events, although I’ve changed some details and added 
fictional material to disguise the men’s identities. Also, I’ve placed 
each situation within the context of counseling sessions as a way 
to better illustrate how anger is often exhibited and rationalized, 
as well as how it can be addressed and effectively managed.

After I had written the book I realized, with advice from the 
editorial team at Tyndale and some women who had read the 
manuscript, that a chapter was needed to help women encour-
age their husbands or boyfriends as these men learn to process 
and express their anger in a godly way. I hope your wife or girl-
friend will read the entire book so she’ll better understand you. 
But the final chapter is written specifically with her in mind.

Throughout the introduction and chapters 1 through 8, 
you’ll find italicized statistical information that I derived from 
surveys I e-mailed to almost five thousand men. These men 
receive my weekly e-mail and live across the United States. I 
surveyed them to determine what makes men angry and how 
they respond when angry. I have included their responses in the 
book because I think they will provide you with a gauge to see 
how you compare with other men.

The response to the different surveys was varied, but the 
sampling was substantial. And while the surveys are not sci-
entific, I think they provide a reliable reading of the men who 
took them. The questions were developed with the assistance of 
a licensed psychologist, and the data was analyzed by James C. 
Hassinger, an operations research and systems analyst in Saint 
Charles, Missouri.

The data for the statistics in chapter 9, the one written for 
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women, was derived from almost three hundred women who 
responded to a survey sent to over 3,700 households via the 
Internet. 

In order to help you think through the issues that surface in 
each chapter or talk about them with other men who are read-
ing the book, I’ve provided discussion questions at the end of 
each chapter. You’ll also find a summary of each chapter under 
the heading “Truths to Live By.” Because I think Scripture med-
itation is crucial to internalizing what you’ll learn, I’ve provided 
you with a few key verses under the heading “Strengthen the 
Good Man.”

As I wrote this book I thought repeatedly about the words 
of Solomon in Proverbs 16:32:

He who is slow to anger is better than the mighty,
And he who rules his spirit, than he who captures 

a city. (nasb)

I pray as you read this book God will make you:

slow to anger;
better than the mighty;
ruler of your spirit;
better than those who capture a city.

I’m convinced my prayer will be answered because the four 
statements above describe the new and true you—who you are 
in Christ. The rest of the book will help you understand this 
new identity and discover how good men process and express 
their anger. 
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INSIDE ANGER
pa rt  o n e
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3

c h a p t e r  

GETTING AT THE 
CORE OF ANGER

As a boy  I loved starting fires. And by the time I was only eight 
years old, I had become adept at it—though getting my hands 
on matches or my mom’s cigarette lighter required great cun-
ning since my parents didn’t leave them lying around. And once 
my parents realized they had a “fire bug” living in their home, 
they kept them hidden.

I started my most impressive fire in a vacant lot across the 
street from our home on Juniper Street in Roswell, New Mex-
ico. What prompted me to light the fire was a pile of debris 
that someone had dumped in the middle of the lot. This was 
no trash can full of garbage but a sizeable truckload of paper, tin 
cans, paint buckets, planks of wood, and other junk.

Every day my dad complained about the pile of trash. He 
even called the city and forcefully demanded they clean up 
the mess. But nobody lifted a finger or a foot to remove the 
rubbish.

My eight-year-old mind heard the garbage heap calling to 
me like the sea nymphs of ancient Greek mythology whose 
sweet singing lured mariners to their destruction on the rocks 
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4   | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

surrounding their island. Of course, I didn’t know about Greek 
mythology at age eight, but that pile of rubbish seemed to be 
begging me to use it as fuel for a fire.

One day my mom left me under the supervision of an older 
sister. When my sister’s friend called and asked if she could come 
over, I urged her to leave, promising to behave. Once she was gone, 
I grabbed the five-gallon gas can from the garage. With the focus 
of a superhero out to save the world, I carried the can of gas over 
to the rubbish pile and doused some of the paper, wood, and other 
junk with the fuel. I then lit a match, tossed it on the gasoline, and 
ran back to my house, where I called the fire department.

69 percent of surveyed men said that 

as children they lit fires without adult 

supervision just for the fun of it.

A few minutes later the red fire truck, its siren screaming 
and red lights flashing, raced down Juniper Street. Curious 
neighbors formed a small crowd as the firefighters hooked up 
a hose to a fire hydrant and began spraying the flames with a 
powerful torrent of water.

Once the fire had bowed to the will of the water and turned 
into steam and smoke, I casually approached a firefighter and 
asked, “How do you think it got started?”

He looked down at my freckled, angelic face, rubbed his 
chin with his right hand, shook his head, and said, “Don’t know 
for sure. Probably spontaneous combustion.”

In that moment I felt a surge of pleasure because my mis-
deed had gone undetected and I saw my neighbors gazing at 
the remaining puffs of smoke with the wonder of children at 
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the zoo. I felt even more joy a few days later when the city sent 
out a crew to clean up the mess.

MY FINAL FIRE

That experience inspired me to plan an even more daring blaze 
later in the year. Behind our house ran a dirt-and-gravel alley 
that a sanitation company drove down to pick up garbage left 
in aluminum trash cans. During the spring and summer, Mini 
Cooper–sized tumbleweeds grew just behind our four-foot-
high white wooden fence, which lined the alley.

I didn’t know much about gas meters, but since the one for 
our home rested under the tumbleweeds, I figured I might trig-
ger an explosion. I waited until late in the summer when the 
tumbleweeds were as dry and flammable as gunpowder. I then 
crammed some crinkly old newspapers under their branches, 
being careful not to scratch my hands or arms on the tiny needles 
that ran up and down the tumbleweed spines. Adrenaline raced 
through my body as I quickly swept the wooden match across 
the sandpaper edge of the matchbox. The tiny flame appeared 
and quickly exhaled a small puff of sulfur-smelling smoke. I 
heard a dog bark in the alley to my right and thought I had been 
caught. But when I looked up he wasn’t in sight, so I held the 
match to the bottom edge of the paper. With a sudden swoosh, 
an orange fireball jumped higher than the fence.

Surprised, I backed to the other side of the alley, as unaware 
of the danger as a moth inspecting a lit candle. Meanwhile, 
inside the house my mother was washing dishes at the kitchen 
sink. When she looked out the window she saw the flames 
shooting into the air just behind the fence. I heard her yelling 
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6   | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

as she raced out the door, turned on the water spigot, grabbed 
the garden hose, and ran toward the fire. I watched in stunned 
silence as she quickly put out the fire before it could ignite the 
fence or cause a gas explosion.

In less than a minute she had undone all of my plotting 
and planning. She had doused my dreams of flammable fun. 
If she had simply nodded an acknowledgment of my presence 
and respectfully said, “Boys will be boys, but you must be more 
careful,” I would have been disappointed but not mad. But 
since she was my mother she felt a responsibility to discipline 
my misdeed. And so with the quickness of a cat after a rat she 
grabbed me by the right wrist and pulled me across the yard, up 
the back porch, and into the kitchen. “I’m going to give you a 
spanking you’ll never forget!” she screamed.

Looking back I realize I should have lowered my head 
and said nothing. But the tighter she squeezed, the harder she 
dragged, and the louder she yelled, the madder I got. Of course, 
my mother’s threat didn’t concern me. Because I had learned that 
she lacked the will or the strength to hurt me, I said, “Go ahead 
and spank me. Please, Mother, spank me as hard as you can. I 
want you to.” I then bent over and patted my rear with my right 
hand, indicating where I wanted her to spank me.

68 percent of men surveyed 

 considered their relationships with their 

 mothers to be good or excellent.

At that precise moment I heard a sound behind me that 
caused me to lose my breath—as though I were being held 
underwater and drowning. I turned my head and saw my dad 
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standing behind me. He had heard my outrageous outburst of 
boyish anger and disrespect.

As a boy I adored my dad. He played catch with me, taught 
me to ride a horse, and told me amazing stories about his child-
hood. At the time I saw only his strengths and none of his 
weaknesses. And while he never disciplined me in anger—and 
he didn’t appear angry on this particular day—I had a healthy 
fear of what I knew he would do because of how I had spoken 
to my mother.

“So you want a spanking?” he asked. I realized it wasn’t a 
question but a reminder of what I had just told my mother.

“No, Dad. I don’t! I was kidding . . . just kidding.” I pleaded 
with my dad not to spank me. I promised never to do anything 
else wrong if he would just forgive me this one mistake.

86 percent of surveyed men 

were spanked by their dads.

79 percent were spanked by their mothers.

70 percent said they would rather 

have their mothers spank them.

My dad, a man with Popeye arms, took off his belt and made 
a loop with one end in each hand. “I promise you, when I’m 
done you’ll never talk to your mother like that again, no matter 
how mad you get.” And he was right. After that well-deserved 
and memorable experience, and the conversation that followed, 
he had cured me of starting malicious fires and talking to my 
mother like that.
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8   | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

THREE CORE ISSUES

Do you think if I had known my dad was standing behind 
me I would have expressed my anger differently? When I’m 
speaking before a men’s group and ask them that question, the 
crowd usually responds with a round of laughter—the answer 
is that obvious.

And then after a long pause, I ask them, “So the issue of 
anger management boils down to my relationship with my 
heavenly Father, doesn’t it? If I live with an awareness of his 
presence, I can and will control what I say and how I act when 
I’m angry. Not because I fear him in an unhealthy way, but 
because I want to please him and know he won’t shield me from 
the consequences of my sinful choices.”

Since that’s the case, why don’t we, as Christian men, con-
trol our anger?

I think there are three core issues that we must address. 
First, we must learn to understand our new and true identity 
in Christ. Second, we must live with an ongoing awareness of 
the presence of God. Third, we must understand the source of 
our anger and how we can process and express it in a healthy 
way that accomplishes good and not harm.

I realize those three statements may seem like an oversimpli-
fication of a complex matter. And, yes, understanding, process-
ing, and expressing anger in a healthy way involves tangled and 
complex issues. But these three issues make up the core of the 
problem and its solution. 

At the moment you became a believer, you became a new 
man in Christ. (I discuss this more extensively in chapter 3.) 
This new you is your true identity. Even as a believer, however, 
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you still possess the flesh—that part of you that craves gratifica-
tion apart from Christ. Whenever you allow your flesh, with 
its unbridled anger, to control your thinking and drive your 
behavior, you’ve suffered the worst kind of identity theft. You’re 
no longer acting in accordance with the new and true identity 
you have through Christ, but you’re allowing your flesh, with 
its destructive anger, to define how you think and act.

94 percent of surveyed men said they 

would like to know how to process and 

express their anger in a godly way.

From your childhood, the flesh has dug a deep channel of 
thoughts, feelings, and actions that direct your response when 
you’re angry. When something triggers your anger, you probably 
react, not from your new and true identity, but from the flesh. 
You may even think that you have no choice in the matter.

This book is written to help the good man in you—the man 
who is being transformed into the image of Christ, the man 
who possesses God’s Spirit—learn how to process and express 
your anger in a way that’s consistent with your true identity 
in Christ. And I’m certain if you put into practice what you’ll 
learn in the following pages, you’ll live like the good man you 
are—even when you get angry.

T R U T H S  T O  L I V E  B Y
As I understand my new and true identity in Christ, I will • 
think and act more like Jesus.
As I live with an awareness of God’s presence, I’ll control • 
how I process and express my anger.
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10   | |    WHEN GOOD MEN GET ANGRY

I can learn how to use my anger in a way that accomplishes • 
good and not harm.

S T R E N G T H E N  T H E  G O O D  M A N
When I am raised to life again, you will know that I am in my 

Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. ( john :)
I have loved you even as the Father has loved me. Remain in my 

love. ( john :)
I am certain that God, who began the good work within you, 

will continue his work until it is finally finished on the day 
when Christ Jesus returns. (philippians :)

D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S

1. When you were a child, did you ever get into trouble 
because of a bad behavior, such as lighting fires?

2. As a child, how did you express anger?

3. How do you express your anger now?

4. What sorts of things make you angry?

5. How would an awareness of God’s presence affect the way 
you deal with your anger?

6. How can you cultivate that awareness?

7. How do you hope this book will help you?
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ac k n ow l e d g m e n t s

PLEASE TAKE A BOW

This page is  the stage I have cleared so that my friends who 
helped make this book a reality can take a bow. Of course, they 
would never do such a thing unless I pushed them out front—
something I eagerly do. You may applaud as each one bows, or 
you may hold your applause until the end.

Many years ago while I was banging away on my Royal 
manual typewriter, my friend Rod Cooper asked me if I’d con-
sidered getting a computer. I said I hadn’t. He then asked me 
to follow him to his office, where he displayed his magical box. 
I was converted on the spot and have Rod to thank for every 
word I type. But it was also Rod’s influence in the publishing 
world that opened a critical door for me at a strategic time in 
my writing career. I told him I’d never forget, and I haven’t. 
Every word you read in this book came through the door he 
opened.

It was John Van Diest who, as the publisher at another pub-
lishing house, released my fist book—again, that was a long 
time ago. But in 2004 he introduced me to Tyndale House. 
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Thanks for believing in me and my words—you’ve been a great 
encouragement.

Jan Long Harris is the associate publisher at Tyndale who 
has coached me, encouraged me, and made me laugh. She has 
a quick mind and a great sense of humor. To know her is to 
smile.

Kim Miller is the editor who smoothed out the rough spots 
of the book so it would read better. And she did this without 
altering my voice. Thanks, Kim. She was ably assisted by Bonne 
Steffen, who oversaw the copyediting and proofreading.

Please give a round of applause to the unknown and 
unnamed team at Tyndale. A number of readers were given the 
unedited manuscript so they could read it and give it a thumbs-
up or a thumbs-down—plus priceless feedback. I appreciate the 
time they took to read the book critically. Your insights helped 
make it better.

I’d also like to thank James C. Hassinger for his analysis 
of the survey data, and Dr. Rod Cooper—yes, the same Rod I 
noted above—and Rich Wold for their help with the develop-
ment of the survey questions. I’m thankful to Mark Shirley 
for helping distribute the women’s surveys to a wider Internet 
audience.

Of course, I give a standing ovation to the men and women 
whose stories are tweaked and then told in this book. Your will-
ingness to let God work in your lives is a testament to his life-
changing grace.
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After reading the story  of David’s mighty men (found in 2 
Samuel 22 and 23) a number of years ago, I sensed God calling 
me to encourage guys to become modern-day mighty men. I 
launched a ministry called Million Mighty Men with the belief 
that revival would come, one man and one day at a time. I also 
wrote the book Six Battles Every Man Must Win to show men 
how they can win the unseen war raging in their own hearts.

In this book, of course, I’ve focused on the battle so many 
men have with anger. If you’d like to regularly be challenged 
and encouraged in your fight to overcome destructive anger 
and other temptations, I invite you to go to www.billperkins.
com and enter your name and e-mail address. You’ll receive a 
weekly e-mail from me and become part of a movement of men 
who have decided to engage in this battle for our own hearts, 
homes, and the helpless.

If you want more information about our work with orphans 
or hosting a men’s event at your church, ministry, or commu-
nity, go to www.billperkins.com and click on the “host an 
event” tab.
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While doing research  for this book I found some excellent 
resources that I’d encourage you to read.

The Anger Trap (Jossey-Bass, 2004) by Dr. Les Carter is 
filled with excellent insights that will help you better under-
stand yourself and your anger. Dr. Carter is a nationally recog-
nized expert on the subject of anger, and if you read his book 
you’ll know why. Almost every page of my copy is filled with 
underlined and starred statements.

Dr. Carter also authored, with Dr. Frank Minirth, The Anger 
Workbook (Thomas Nelson, 1992). This thirteen-step guide will 
help you identify and modify your destructive anger.

The Angry Man (W Pub Group, 1991) by Dr. David Stoop 
and Stephen Arterburn does an excellent job identifying some 
of the sources of male anger.

Beyond Anger . . . A Guide for Men (Marlowe & Company, 
2000) by Thomas J. Harbin, Ph.D., provides an honest and 
tough look at male anger and how it can be managed. Because 
Dr. Harbin is a clinical psychologist in private practice special-
izing in the treatment of angry men, he includes a lot of clinical 
stories to illustrate his significant insights.

The Other Side of Love (Moody, 1999) by Dr. Gary Chap-
man is one of the best books I’ve read on anger. Dr. Chapman 
provides a biblical explanation of anger and how it can be used 
in a loving way.

Anger Reconciliation (SEL Publications, 2008) was writ-
ten by James Offutt, who’s spent fifteen years working with 
Teen Challenge in Syracuse, New York, and Orlando, Florida. 
During that time he has developed some excellent techniques 
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geared to help men process and express their anger in a healthy 
way. This book is a quick read, but it’s packed full of insights. 
You can learn more about the book and its author by going to 
http://www.angerispositive.com.
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